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Abstract
Daniel Stuart Schwartz
In a time of austere funding for national ocean science R&D programs and
Congressional balanced budget constraints, marine science investigators and program
managers must increasingly ponder how committed to the support of oceanography our
government will continue to be. The question might better be phrased as how, in the absence
of a credible open-ocean naval threat (the traditional focus of both basic and applied
research), will policy makers justify the expenditure of scarce public revenues on marine
science programs? Sea Power-vas broadly defined in the works of Alfred Thayer Mahan and
Sergei Gorshkov--has driven, and will continue to provide the sustaining vision, for
governmental support of marine science & oceanography.
Beginning in the Age of Discovery, in the sixteenth century, nations sponsored
voyages of exploration for the purpose of gaining commercial and military advantage, and the
acquisition of territory and colonies. The revolution in naval technology in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries-ssteam propulsion, steel construction, torpedoes, electric
lighting, radio-telegraphy...followed shortly by the advent of submarine warfare, amphibious
operations, and naval aviation--pushed national governments solidly into the business of
oceanography and marine science. The emergence of nuclear submarines and weapons onto
the post World War II landscape, and the rapid development of a very real Soviet capability
to challenge western sea lines of communications--along with an accelerating search for
protein, minerals and energy offshore-- drove a major national commitment to intensified
study of the planet's seaspace ...an expenditure of wealth and effort somewhat smaller but
parallel to the Cold War inspired "space race." Since the demise of the Soviet Union, much
of whose navy and considerable oceanographic research fleet is left rusting at the wharf, the
western democracies have been rapidly downsizing their naval establishments...including
fiscal and capital resources dedicated to research.
Economic and political pressures in the United States have resulted in increased
scrutiny of the roles and rationales for all federally funded agencies and their programs. That
investment in oceanography is likewise under review should surprise no one. With
"everything on the table" in budgetary negotiations, articulating the need for continuing
federal support thus becomes a marine science community responsibility. Such advocacy at
present is fractured and issue-specific: Collapsing fish stocks, global warming, bio-
geochemical cycling of pollutants, coastal erosion, warfare on the world's littorals, declining
bio-diversity and seafloor mineral extraction are vitally important issues each generating
public concern and debate and individually worthy of substantial investment. What is lacking
is a post Cold War raison-d'etre for generating broad based support, whether expressed in
terms of major national and international scientific and environmental concerns, or in the
context of commercial and economic pressures for a continuing national ocean presence, a
strategy perhaps best exhibited by Japan's lavishly-funded JAMSTEC. Any new paradigm
for government supported and inspired marine research and technology must transcend sub-
discipline parochialism in order to reach out to the broadest constituency among our citizens
and their elected representatives: This will comprise the true definition of Sea Power in the
twenty-first century.
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Historians generally have been unfamiliar with the
condi tions of the sea, having as to it nei ther special
interest nor special knowledge; and the profound
determining infl uence of mari time strength upon grea t
issues has consequently been overlooked... It is easy to
say ina general way, tha t the use and control of the
sea ~s and has been a great factor in the history of the
world ..... Yet . . . the acknowledgment of general
importance remains vague and unsubstantial; not resting,
as it should, upon a collection of special instances in
which the precise effect has been made clear, by an
analysis of the conditions at the given moments.
Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan, in
The Influence of Sea Power Upon History
2I. Oceanography and Seapower
Since before the Age of Discovery, nations have
funded exploration of the planet's sea space, largely
for access to raw materials and markets and military
advantage. Technological change reflected in the
mechanization of navies at the middle of the 19th
century, followed shortly by the advent of submarine and
anti-submarine warfare focused and drove national
support of oceanographic research programs. After World
War II, the decisive contribution of science to victory,
the far-reaching vision of Vannevar Bush and others, and
the subsequent creation of the Office of Naval Research
and then the National Science Foundation heralded a
maj or, bipartisan federal commi tment to marine science
research, universi ty programs in oceanography, and the
expensive infrastructure required: laboratories,
research ships and instrumentation. Cold war
competition and further technological triumphs including
nuclear submarine propulsion, atomic weapons, submarine
launched ballistic missiles and the parallel "space
race H solidified and legitimated national support of
oceanographic research.
3The recent collapse of the Soviet Empire followed
by the rapid downsizing of the military, with resulting
impacts upon federal research and development programs,
has spelled the end of the paradigm that provided over
half a century's rationale for government supported
marine science. What doubt may have remained regarding
the inevitability of major changes in the way the
oceanographic community has been doing business should
be dispelled by the ongoing budget crisis, the seven
year balanced budget compromise between the legislative
and executive branches and what President Clinton
heralded in his January 1996 State-of-the-Union Address
as the imminent "end of big government." But does the
passing of this paradigm necessarily foreshadow a
drastic reduction in governmental interest in American
marine science? Perhaps in examining the past we can
find a new sustaining vision for continuing some
significant level of national support for oceanography.
As Sea Power interests have motivated oceanographic
and marine scientific pursuits since late last century,
so shall they--despite staggering changes in the global
political and economic landscape--into the next century.
To sustain this view, we should take a moment to reflect
d .bl d f' h t is meant by "Seaupon ... an POSSl y re e lne ... W a
Power."
Prominent naval
4
and historical analysts, most
famous among whom being the American, Alfred Thayer
Mahan, have recognized the relationship between a
thorough understanding of, or familiarity with, the
oceanic environment and a nation's seapower. The
Influence of Sea Power Upon History, perhaps Mahan's
most well-known volume, was published in the 1890s, a
period that--as today--was characterized by rapid
technological changes, as naval forces completed the
move from sail to steam propulsion ... as well as the
stirrings of major geopolitical changes in the face of
Europe and the balance-of-power in the Asian-Pacific
region.
I think to begin with a general consideration of
the sea, its uses to mankind and to nations, the
effect which the control of it or the reverse has
had upon their peaceful development and upon their
military strength. This will naturally lead
to ..... a consideration of the sources of Sea Power,
whether commercial or military; depending upon
the ... particular country--the character of its
coast, its harbors, the character and pursuits of
its people, its possession of military posts in
various parts of the world, its colonies ... (and)
resources. 1
Mahan's influence here in the United States and in
Europe and Japan cannot be exaggerated: few individuals
have had so sudden and dramatic effect upon naval and
1 Letter from A. T. Mahan to Stephen B. Luce, founder of the U.S. Naval War College, Nov. 3,
1885, in Seager, R., Alfred Thayer Mahan: The Man & His Letters, U.S. Naval Instil. Press, 1977,
pp.174 -175
5oceanic policy definition and the perception of national
leaders that their countries' future as world powers
depended, in no small measure, upon their use of the
sea, the oceanic environment and their nation's
possession of Sea Power.
Both Alfred Thayer Mahan and Russian Admiral Sergei
Gorshkov, writing nearly eighty years later, have argued
persuasively that conceptions of Sea Power need to be
expanded beyond narrow tallies of naval tonnages, fleet
mix and embarked power projection capabilities:
Since ancient times the ocean has attracted man
wi th its secrecy and minatory force, .. incalculable
weal th, but has concealed great dangers ... the
history of mankind is ... the conquest of the ocean
and the penetration of its secrets. The importance
of the ocean cannot be overestimated
in ... accumulation of wealth by states. The essence
of the sea power of the state ... is how far it is
possible to make the most effective use of the
world ocean ... 2
Can we, given the uncertainties of a "new world
order" and its resulting disruption of the status-quo in
governmental involvement with science, discern the
emergence of a new paradigm for Naval and Academic
Oceanography? The answer to this question lies as much
in such issues as chronic federal budget deficits,
national politics and allocation of power among a
multiplicity of ocean policy players as it does in ocean
2 Gorshkov, S. G., The Sea Power of the State, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1979, p. 1.
affairs' ability to
6
capture the public--and
Congressional--imagination and support.
Marine scientists and individuals interested in
oceanic research policy formulation in the waning years
of the twentieth century need to coalesce around some
defining vision that goes beyond parochial sub-
disciplines and cherished research empires if they are
to have any hope in aggregating sufficient support in
the upcoming battles over allocation of austere and
shrinking federal research budgets. In reviewing the
history of governmental science policy, some interesting
themes keep re-emerging with respect to how the issue
came to be (and remains) on the federal agenda, how and
which constituencies were formed to be both the
initiators and the beneficiaries of this policy, and how
the policies which emerged were interpreted and
implemented in the agencies Congress created for the
purpose of supporting basic scientific research in the
Uni ted states. In the course of this study, we shall
examine two of the principal agencies which provide
significant funding for basic oceanographic
research ... out of as many as eleven federal entities
which are or may have been involved in oceans research.
Both the Office of Naval Research and the National
Science Foundation were born in the heady days following
7World War II, a titanic global conflict in which victory
could be credi ted as much to the growing influence of
science and technology as to the number of battalions,
fleets and the relative merits of the opponents'
competing ideologies. But to understand how national
policy makers' attention came to the importance of a
national ocean science infrastructure requires that we
look further back than the Second World War ... back to
earliest recorded history and the growth of government
interest in scientific pursuits since the Enlightenment.
II. A Capsule History: Governmental Involvement in Ocean
Exploration before World War Two
Almost 3500 years ago (in 1478 BC), the first
recorded marine research expedition was organized,
outfitted and dispatched from Egypt to explore the coast
of Somalia and the farther reaches of the Red Sea. 3
Perhaps this is as good a place as any for the beginning
of what makes a fascinating historical "sea story."
The idea of a spherical earth appears in the west
in the early fifth century B.C. writings of Parmenides,
a view that became more widespread at the beginning of
3 Aleem, A. A., "On the History of Arab Navigation," Oceanography Dept., Univ. of Alexandria, in
Sears, M., Oceanography, The Past , Springer-Verlag, 1980, p.582
8the next century through the dialogues of Plato. 4
Ancient Buddhist literature from India (600 Be)
discusses the science of marine navigation and mentions
the concepts of gravity and waves, lunar-tide coupling,
red tide blooms and ocean-climate interaction. 5 Even
more ancient myths and legends from India seem to
describe, with surprising accuracy, continental drift,
the breakup of Gondwanaland, separation of the Antarctic
and Indian tectonic plates and the formation of the
Himalayas. 6
When Prince Henry of Portugal established his
school of oceanography and navigation on the Sagres
Peninsula, in 1418, he turned to Moslem scholars
(mathematicians and astronomers) and Jewish traders who
had traveled the length and breadth of the Mediterranean
and much of Africa, to bring to Europe celestial
navigation, charting techniques, spherical trigonometry,
accounts of oceanic winds and currents, and ship design.
His school included chart depots, compass and instrument
design workshops, and even a realistic-motion ship
simulator where students on land could practice
4 Fedoseyev, 1. A., "Development of Knowledge of the Correlation between Land & Sea in Historical
Times ," Institute of History of Natural Sciences, Academy of Sciences, Moscow, p.387
5 Markanday, S., & Srivastava, P., "Physical Oceanography in India : An Historical Sketch," CSIR,
New Delhi, p.553 - 555 .
6 Krishnamurthy, K., "Gondwanaland in Ancient Indian Literature," Center of Advanced Study m
Marine Biology, Annamalai Univ., Tamil Nadu, p.782
celestial
Astrolabes. ?
navigation
9
with their Arab-designed
The Eighteenth century saw the beginnings of an
organized governmental approach to the collection,
analysis and dissemination of oceanographic knowledge.
A number of national governments began encouraging their
naval and trading ships to embark naturalists or
botanists to collect and catalogue the flora and fauna
of the oceans and coasts visited during the course of a
voyage. Their initial observations and descriptions of
the oceans themselves opened a new chapter in mankind's
understanding of the world ocean environment. 8 The work
of cartographers, explorers and the logs of voyagers
were the jealously guarded military secrets of the
nations that produced them up until the late 18th
century. But then, in a half-century of nearly
continuous warfare between France and Great Britain,
research and exploratory ships of both nations were
granted entree through blockades
harassment by the o t.h e r" s navies.
and freedom from
Ships of the young
revolutionary American Republic were likewise instructed
by Benjamin Franklin to refrain from interfering with
Captain James Cook's voyage of exploration. Early
7 Guill , J. H., "Vila do Infante, the lst School of Oceanography in the Modern Era," Lockheed
Missiles & Space , Sunnyvale, in Sears, Ibid., pp.S97 - 601
8 Schlee , S., The Edge of an Unfamiliar World--A History of Oceanography, Dutton & Co., N.Y. ,
p.1S
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cooperative studies of the Gul f stream and experiments
in oil's calming effect on sea waves were the subject of
Franklin's correspondence with British counterparts
before the outbreak of the war for independence, and by
1835, the two English-speaking nations, along with other
European countries, were collaborating in joint tidal
r e s ea r ch v "
In the early decades of the Nineteenth Century, the
Uni ted States Exploring Expedition, led by Lieutenant
Wilkes, initiated a period of explosive growth in
research, science and exploration. Charles Darwin's
voyages in Beagle, the epic British Challenger
Expedition from 1872 through 1876, the German Gazelle
circumnavigation and the Russian Vi tiaz voyages in the
1880s were just a few highpoints in this timeframe as
several maritime nations were beginning to formulate
their oceanic research policies. Acquisition of
terri tory and the gaining of familiarity for potential
sites of future military conflict at least partially
motivated many of these expeditions. Nevertheless, a
general expansion of mankind's understanding of the
ocean planet was the major scientific product of this
exciting period.
9 Deacon, M., "Some Aspects of Anglo-American Co-operation in Marine Science, 1660 - 1914,"
Flitwick, Surrey, in Scars, M., 00. Cit. , pp.104 - 105

II
The American Naval Officer, Matthew Fontaine Maury
founded the u. s. Navy's hydrographic office, and
compiled volumes of data collected by ships during
worldwide voyages which he used to author a number of
oceanographic texts and maps. One of his creations was
a systematic code and means of recording observations at
sea resulted, leading to widespread dissemination of
wind and current charts and tables of oceanographic
da t a v" Early attempts at bridging the North Atlantic
wi th telegraph cables, finally successful in the late
1860s, provided further impetus for government sponsored
exploration of Atlantic basin seafloor features and
currents.
While scientific curiosity inspired oceanographic
exploration, political interests and national pride--
fueling European, American, (and, later, Japanese)
imperialism--drove increasing governmental interest in
establishing an oceanographic presence on the world
ocean. Empire-building in Africa, Asia and the Indo-
Pacific had been underway for some time, but competition
for isolated islands and control of strategic oceanic
thebyencouragementtremendous
technology over sail for naval
middle of the Nineteenth Century.theafterwarships
chokepoints was given
accession of steam
10 Ibid., pp.107 - 109
12
"If it was the scientists' desire to systematically
study restricted areas of the ocean because it promised
deeper insight into physical mechanisms or ecological
communities than (provided by) the sketchy station
distribution of the earlier expeditions, this desire
was, to say the least, strongly fostered by the
imperialists' need to concentrate on the exploitation of
limited areas while preparing for the next
redistribution by force.,, 1l The need for coaling
stations and the rapid acceleration of naval
technological development represented by torpedoes,
steel hulls, screw propellers and rifled, breech-loading
cannon inspired a further growth in ocean science and an
enhanced recognition of its urgency for naval planners
and strategists.
The appearance of new technology in the early years
of the twentieth century--submarine and anti-submarine
warfare--firmly pushed the vital business of
oceanography onto national agendas.
The limited penetrability of sea water to electro-
magnetic waves and light was exploited nearly
decisively, twice this century, by military submarines.
Acoustic oceanography, the science that offered the most
II Tomczak, M., "A Review of Wust's Classification of the Major Deep-Sea Expeditions 1873.- 1960
and Its Extension to Recent Oceanographic Research Programs," Dept. of Oceanography, Univ . of
Liverpool, in Sears & Merriman, Op. Cit. , p.190
promise for
submarines
13
contending with the threat
also enabled researchers to
of hostile
map, in
phenomenal detail, the ocean basins, established
compelling intellectual support for the concept of plate
tectonics and facilitated the search for energy and
mineral resources on (and under) the seafloor of the
continental shelves. ASW, combined with the growing
pressure to find and develop new sources of living and
non-living resources for an expanding world population,
motivated an exponential growth in the participation in
marine science research by national authorities after
the middle of the twentieth century. Set against the
background of the breakup of the old colonial empires,
the emergence of the new and assertive Warsaw Pact, new
securi ty concerns and the pursuit of exploitable
resources of great economic importance, members of both
the legislative and executive branches of the U. S.
government began to think about institutionalizing the
federal government's future role in oceanic scientific
research.
14
III. Institutionalizing the Naval Role in Oceanography:
Emergence of the Office of Naval Research
"Nei ther the U.S. Navy nor any of the other armed
s e r v i ces sought the task of supporting science at the
end of the Second World War. u l 2 During the war, civilian
scientists from a number of universities played an
extremely important role in the development of new
weapons technology, nuclear phys ics, oceanography,
electronics theory and other fields, contributing in
great measure t o the ultimate victory. Oceanographers
and Marine Scientists at Woods Hole, the Harvard
Underwater Sound Laboratory, the University of
California and other organizations both in the academic
and industrial sectors mixed improved anti-fouling hull
coatings, assessed wind and swell effects on potential
amphibious beach-heads, charted optimum convoy routes
and escort submarine screen patterns, designed hulls for
wake suppression, recommended effective search patterns
around a datum and generated liferaft wind and current
drift models. 1 3 A few young reserve officers in the
u. S. Navy with ties to the academic research community
began bouncing around some ideas, as victory neared in
12 Sapolsky , H. M., Science and the NaVY, Princeton Univ. Press, 1990, p. 9.
13 Vine, A., "World War II at Woods Hole," in Oceanus, Vol. 16., No.2, pp. 41-42 .
15
late 1944 ... which ultimately led to a unique naval
insti tution created to continue the wartime cooperation
wi th and encouragement of basic science research: the
Office of Naval Research.
Scientists were "among the publicly recognized
heroes of the war,u 14 and their opinions were being
sought in public and governmental fora on a wide variety
of the new era's most pressing concerns. In November of
1944, President Franklin Roosevelt wrote a letter to Dr.
Vannevar Bush, prominent scientist and leader of the
wartime mobili zation of the nation's research community,
in which he asked: "what can be done ... to make known to
the world as soon as possible the contributions which
have been made during our war effort to scientific
knowledge? .. What can the Government do now and in the
future to aid research activities by public and private
organizations?U15 This call to action was echoed by the
secretary of the Navy in a letter to the National
Academy of Sciences shortly thereafter in which he
wrote: "To insure continued preparedness along
farsighted technical lines, the research scientists of
the country must be called upon to continue in peacetime
some substantial portion of those ...
contribution(s) ... which they have made so effectively
14 Sapolsky, 00. Cit. , p. 26.
15 Bush, V., Endless Horizons, Public Affairs Press, Washington, D. C., 1946, p. 39.
16
during the stress of the present war."16 The translation
of this mandate into government support of university
scientific research--largely through the subsequent
creation of both O.N.R. and N.S.F.--was thus the result
of this generalized perception within government of the
advantages to future national security of such a
program. It was less clear "who interpreted that grand
outline for oceanography .... Deciding that there should
be a strong oceanographic program outside the federal
establishment was perhaps obvious, given the lead of the
Bush report. " 17 Thus, in addition to the pre-existing
federal government agencies already engaged in the field
(e.g. the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, the Navy
Hydrographic Office and the Coast and Geodetic Survey)
the new Office of Naval Research was tasked with
creating
program. 18
a strong academic oceanographic research
ONR's first director, Admiral Harold G. Bowen, had
initially to send his planning director out to persuade
reluctant university presidents--jealously guarding
their independence from the military and government--to
accept Navy research contract money ... a si tuation that
from today's perspective is both incredible and amusing.
16 Ibid., p. 50.
17 Knauss, J. A., " Academic Oceanography: How We Got from There to Here ," in M.T.S. Journal,
Vol. 22, No.1 , October, 1988, p. 5.
18 Ibid., p. 5.
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Having had adversarial and controversial relationships
with civilian academic scientists during the war,
Admiral Bowen made a startling reversal, courting the
scientists he now needed in the postwar scramble
between, and within, the services to assemble
bureaucratic fiefdoms with significant control over
postwar science. 19 Thus, his first task was to obtain
legi timation by the Congress of his organization, the
Office of Research and Invention--created by executive
order during the war. "In Washington, one cannot
accomplish anything without a statute in front of him
and an appropriation behind him. ,, 2 0 Authorizing
legislation for the new Office of Naval Research was
passed by the 79th Congress in August of 1946. "In the
years immediately following the Second World War, the
Office of Naval Research was the principal federal
agency supporting academic science. (The National
Science Foundation (NSF) was not established until 1950
and did not begin receiving significant appropriations
until the Sputnik crisis. ,, 21) In some quarters during
this early period, ONR was dubbed the Office of National
Research.
19 Admiral Bowen's real goal was probably to gain control of the embryonic nuclear propulsion
effort; a competition he lost to Admiral H. Rickover's Naval Reactors organization.
20 Bowen, H. Ships Machinery and Mossbacks , p. 351 -- quoted in Sapolsky, Ibid, p.27 .
21 Sapolsky, Ibid. , p. 37.
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ONR' s pr imary
scientificpromotion of
focus
advanced
in the
academic
early
basic
years was
research, bringing upon investigators little pressure to
make their science directly relevant or applicable to
naval operations. While some of the research supported
was directed toward missiles, navigation, propulsion,
sonars and radars, it was the fact that most of the
organization's effort was steered toward basic
scientific and oceanographic understanding that earned
amongorganizationthesignificant good will for
academics and scientists.
It was during a first major review of programs
funded by ONR, in 1951, that nearly all of the basic
research projects being undertaken "acquired a thick
coat of naval rationales, too thick perhaps. ,, 2 2
ambiguous raison-d'etre continued within
This
the
made (and makes) sense
organization: clearly, the support of basic science
from the realization that the
increase in scientific expertise, education and
understanding of the forces of nature ultimately and
logically contributes to a 20th century navy's power and
relevance. This was a theme soon to be driven home by
the Soviet first success at launching an artificial
earth satellite, Sputnik, and incorporated into the
22 Sapolsky, Ibid., p. 60-61.
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ini tial and continuing j ustification and Congressional
intent in the creation of the next major oceanographic
science support agency: the National Science
Foundation. By the late 1960s, given the traumatic and
divisive effect of the Vietnam War, some members of
Congress criticized and sought to restrict the
involvement of the military in segments of civilian
society ... such as the university scientific research
community. In 1969, the Chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, Senator William Fulbright proposed
the following amendment to the 1970 Military Procurement
Authorization Act:
None of the funds authorized ...may be used to carry
out any research project or study unless such
proj ect ... has a direct or apparent relationship to
a specific military function or operation. 23
Relevance continues to be, as Sapolsky puts it, "in the
eye of the beholder. ,, 24
Yet, this organization continues to provide an
important and useful link between the needs of our Navy
and the academic ocean sciences community. "Frequently
appropriation authorities wi thin the federal government
23 Section 203 ofPL 91-121. Adopted without debate. Majority Leader, Senator Mike Mansfield
shepherded this amendment through the process and subsequently it has come to be referred to both
in the literature--and by practicing oceanographers with a long memory-as the "Mansfield
Amendment." (Personal Communications; Dr. George Grice, Frnr. Assoc. Dir. Woods Hole
Oceanographic Instit., currently Dir . of Research, N.O.A.A./ N.M.F.S., Northeast Fisheries Science
Center, Woods Hole.)
24 Sapolsky, Op. Cit., p. 74.
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question the support of basic research because it is not
possible to predict exactly what new knowledge basic
research will create nor how soon the finding will be
utilized. ONR tries to direct its programs to provide
outstanding scientific and engineering research, while
at the same time emphasizing research areas of
particular bearing on the future Navy. ,, 2 5 Subject to
periodic Congressional oversight and review,
governmental support of basic marine (and other
disciplines of) science has faced this dilemma in
different forms since the late 1940s. While it has
consistently remained apparent to Congress, and the
majority of the American people, that science is
power ... and, at least in this context, science is Sea
Power ... legislators have wrestled with justification
questions whether embedded wi thin the original debates
wherein ONR and then NSF were created, the (above
described) Fulbright/Mansfield Amendment, and periodic
re-authorizations of these organizations' mandate. 26 In
1947, Senators Saltonstall (Republican of Mass.) Richard
Russel (Democrat of Georgia) and William Fulbright of
Arkansas conducted a lively debate over the initial bill
25 Saalficld, F. E. (editor), Office of Naval Research, Forty Years of Excellence in SupPOrtof Naval
Science, a.N.R., Arlington, Va., 1986, p. iii. . .
26 "The Mission of the National Science Foundation," Hearing before the Subcommittee on SCIence
of the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology; U.S. House of Representatives" 103rd
Congress, 1st Session, March 3, 1993.
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design was conceived ... The first two ships of
this class, the R/V Melville ... and R/V Knorr,
delivered in January 1970 have been assigned
to Scripps Institution and Woods Hole
r e spe c t i veLy i "
Continuing this tradition, the Navy has provided three
new, large capable research ships, now just entering the
U.N.O.L.S. fleet: the Thompson at University of
Washington, the Roger Revelle at Scripps Institute and
the Atlantis, at Woods Hole, the latter two of which
will enter service in 1996 and 1997 respectively. 29
Thus, focusing narrowly upon civilian oceanography
funded both by ONR and NSF, the former provides
significant support in terms of hardware (ships ) and
provision of operating funds for the UNOLS Academic
Fleet. (See facing fig. 3.) Yet even with these
significant recent additions, the trend in projected
shortfall of federal funding of the Academic Fleet (an
adequate indicator for federal support of oceanography
generally) shows an alarming i ncrease i n the few years
preceding this century's end. 30
The major
community,
resource.
the fleet
facility available to the marine science
the research fleet, is a national
Maintaining, developing, and operating
in the most efficient and cost-effective
28 Nelson, S. B., Oceanographic Ships Fore and Aft, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D. c.,
1982, pp. 162-163.
29 Bash, J., & DeSilva, A., Projections for UNOLS' Future-Substantial Financial Challenges,
UNOLS Committee Report, pub. Saunderstown, R. I., Dec., 1995, p. 1.
30 Bash, et. aI., Ibid.
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manner should be paramount in all discussions of
shared resources. 31
IV. The National Science Foundation
While the Office of Naval Research was testing the
waters as the nation's first agency for the promotion of
university-based civilian basic science research,
another contest was occurring in the halls of Congress,
the academic research community and among President
Truman's advisors.
This ferment was inspired by many of the same questions
swirling through the Navy and society in general:
placing the stupendous new power of atomic energy under
civilian rather than military control, recognition of
the strategic importance of scientific research on a
nation's power and economic viability in both peace and
war, and--a theme as old as the Constitution--
government's proper role and involvement in education,
science, and the encouragement of economic progress. 32
On the eve of World War II, Dr. Vannevar Bush,
electrical engineer, physicist, author and president of
the Carnegie Institution, "invented" the Office of
31 National Research Council, Ocean Studies Board, Oceanography in the Next Decade: Building
New Partnerships, National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., p. II.
32 Lomask , M., A Minor Miracle; An Informal History of the National Science Foundation, N.S.F.,
Washington, D.C., 1976., pp. 33-57.
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Scientific Research and Development which would serve as
the coordinating body for civilian and university
scientific participation in the re-arming and war-
winning scientific mobilization. U.S. scientists had
been involved in previous conflicts, but typically in
uniform, working under the close direction of mili tary
authorities on specific technological or scientific
questions. This "notion was exploded as it became
apparent that what scientists discovered by unrestricted
research might be of greater military importance than
the things the military officers thought they wanted--in
short, that the means might determine the ends." 33
Despite resistance, initially, by some high ranking
military leaders concerned with controlling science's
focus, Bush and other prominent scientists enjoyed
excellent access to President Roosevelt's principal
advisor Harry Hopkins and high level executive
department support ensured that the arrangement survived
and thrived.
By 1944, with victory becoming somewhat more
apparent, Bush and others began thinking about how to
institutionalize the arrangements between academic
science and government in the post-war period.
Rationales and justification, previously centered around
33 Price, D. K. , The Scientific Estate quoted in Lomask , Ibid., p. 36.
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military power, began to also include contributions
science might make to a healthy peacetime economic
environment
na t i on c "
and full employment in a demobilized
As indicated in the brief history of ONR, above,
reaction of the apparent constituency of this
policy ... the stakeholders, i. e. academic scientists and
university administrators ... was, at the risk of
understatement, mixed. Permeating the debate was a
broad skepticism of government's ability to restrain
itself from direction of science once it got involved in
the funding of science. Between 1945 and 1950, twenty-
one N. S. F. bills had been introduced, heatedly debated
(within Congress, the press and the scientific
community) churned through and occasionally died within
committees, vetoed and pocket-vetoed until President
Truman finally signed the piece of paper placing Public
Law 507 into effect on May 10, 1950. 3 5
While space here precludes reviewing the
fascinating philosophical, scientific and political
substance of this debate, the process makes for an
interesting study of how government science policy (and,
by extension, support for oceanography)
public agenda.
34 Bush, v., Endless Horizons, Public Affairs Press, Washington, D.C., 1946.
35 Lomask, Ibid., p. 30.
got on the
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Implementation of N.S.F.'s mission was fraught with
controversy from day one. "Those concerned with how
N. S. F. should be run, however were open to conflicting
interpretations. At fault was the equivocal manner in
which the questions covering the problem had been
phrased--a situation that had prompted Senator Kilgore's
aide, Dr. Schimmel, to quip that in polling opinion even
scientists should try to be scientific. ,, 3 6 One final
aspect of N.S.F.'s implementation, worth noting briefly
here, is the agency's vigorous refusal to expand its
role within the federal bureaucracy to include a review
and coordination role over all scientific programs in
government--a role which the Bureau of the Budget
(predecessor to O.M.B.) tried to give to N.S.F. in a
series of memos and executive orders from 1952 to 1954. 37
Aside from its irrelevance to basic science, such an
invasion of other bureaucracies' "policy space" :" would
have imperiled the young agency at a time in which it
was most vulnerable: under such circumstances,
rejection of this task was a wise survival strategy. 39
36 Lomask, Op. Cit. , p. 53.
37 Lomask, Op. Cit, pp. 91-106.
38 Downs, A., Inside Bureaucracy, Harper and Row, New York, N.Y ., 1957, p. 212.
39 Holden, M., " Tmperial ism' in Bureaucracy," in The American Political Science Review,
December, 1966, pp. 945-947.
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v. Oceanography and the Post-World War II Congressional
Agenda
Shifting our focus to the Congressional
authorization and appropriations process, one sees in
the evolution of support for oceanography the same
traditional interplay of partisan politics, bureaucratic
(or in this case, Congressional Committee) imperialism
and territoriality, and the influence of outside event s
in shaping a national policy. "As with iron filings, it
is the magnetic power of compelling crisis or the
influence of special interest groups that seems to align
the otherwise random orientations. ,, 4 0 Despite the
importance of ocean science contributions to the W.W.II
victory and the emergence of a credible Soviet ocean
threat, along with nuclear submarines and submarine-
launched ballistic missiles, 41 and the emergence of ONR
and NSF, ... "support for oceanography from special
interest clientele was virtually nonexistent (into the
40 Wenk, E., The Politics of the Ocean, University of Washington Press, Seattle, 1972, p.49.
4 1 The feasibility of launching rockets from submarines was discussed in Germany and the United
States during--and possibly before--World War II. Prominent oceanographers including Columbus
O. Iselin gathered at Woods Hole for a series of meetings in 1956, as a Committee for Undersea
Warfare of the National Academy of Sciences : "Project Nobska" as the group was dubbed, sketched
out the conceptual basis for what became Polaris strategic missile submarines. (See Wood, G. W.,
"Project Nobska," Oceanus, Vol. 16, NO.2. )
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1950s) ... It is no wonder then that those governmental
agencies whose specialized responsibilities drew on
marine science were small, low in the hierarchy,
unnoticed in the public press, and while quietly doing
their job were unable to muster internal support. ,, 4 2 In
1959, it was the National Academy of Sciences Committee
on Oceanography (NASCa) report that succeeded in firing
up Congressional interest and support for oceanography.
Again, considering the time frame, it is not surprising
that the focus of this interest remained national
security related. In March of 1959, Representative
Hastings Keith warned the House of Representatives that
"the United States is losing to the Soviet Union the
biggest and most important sea battle in mankind's
history--the contest to unlock the ocean's secrets for
use in peace and war." By June, this concern was being
no less eloquently echoed in the Senate by Warren G.
Magnuson: "Soviet Russia is winning the struggle for
the oceans . .. Soviet Russia aspires to command of the
oceans and has mapped a shrewdly conceived plan, using
science as a weapon to win her that supremacy. ,, 4 3
Fertile ground indeed to sprout the seed of large scale
federal support for naval and civilian oceanography.
While space and time preclude a detailed listing here,
42 Wenk, Ibid., p.49.
43 Wenk, Ibid., p.52.
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even a cursory review of numerous marine science and
technology bills submitted, legislation and re-
authorizations passed, along with accompanying testimony
and reports, clearly reveal an overriding Congressional
intent that no nation excel over the United states in
this area, whether in applied or basic oceanography .... a
concern that fueled a large and seemingly ever-expanding
commi tment to basic and applied marine science support
during the 1960s, 1970s and into the early years of the
Reagan Administration's naval buildup in the early
1980s.
To say that the collapse of the Soviet Empire--
symbolized best perhaps by the tearing down of the
Berlin Wall in 1989--has resulted in a massive rethink
of the justifications for much of the west's investment
in military infrastructure and support would be an
understatement. The Reagan Administration's goal of a
six hundred ship navy has now stabilized at a force of
approximately three hundred combatants. 44 At the same
time that ships were being laid up, scrapped,
transferred to the reserve fleet or allied navies and
aircraft squadrons stood down, the Navy's investment in
Research, Development, Technology and Engineering
44 Galdorisi, Capt. G., U.S.N., "The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea: A National
Security Perspective," in The American Journal ofIntemational Law, Vol. 89, 1995, p. 210.
(RDT&E) is also under
30
scrutiny. Naval research
facilities, commands and laboratories have been
downsized or consolidated and missions have been--or are
in the process of being--redefined. Against this
background, our task now becomes one of discerning a new
defining vision by which our nation, in an age of
runaway deficits and austere budgets, can continue to
justify the funding of high quality (read "expensive")
basic and applied ocean science. At this juncture it
would be useful to look at the meteoric rise and decline
of our Cold War adversary's investment in
oceanography ... and perhaps to ponder whether our marine
scientists too are destined to travel a similar path.
VI. Russian/Soviet Sea Power and Oceanography
Since the time of Peter the Great, Imperial Russia
has perceived itself as a sea power. At the end of the
18th century, in pursuit of this status, Russia hired
outside talent where necessary to assist the rapid
development of a credible navy. Our Revolutionary War
naval hero, John Paul Jones even served a brief period
in the service of Imperial Russia.
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Russian oceanography dates back to the Great
Northern Expedition, ordered by Peter the Great and
conducted after his death, from 1725 to 1743. 4 5 From
18 23 to 1826, the Predpriyatiye circumnavigated the
world ocean, taking oceanographic samples and soundings
and after 1827, Russian naval hydrographers organi zed
their country's oceanic research. Another maj or global
expedition was undertaken by the Research Ship Vitiaz in
1886. There was little interest in oceanography
immediately after the 1917 Revolution but, in 1922, the
Soviets commissioned their first true marine science
research ship, the Schooner Dorsey. From 1923 to 1925,
the Soviets conducted the Black Sea Oceanographic
Expedi tion and they participated significantly in the
Second International Polar Year (1932 to 1933.) The
1930s also witnessed a great increase in Soviet interest
in their contiguous and neighboring seas, mapping
currents, tides and generating ice prediction models for
the soon to be fiercely contested shipping routes across
the Norwegian and Greenland Seas along the approaches to
Murmansk and Archangelsk. 4 6
Since the Great Patriotic War (what we in the west
refer to as World War II), Soviet oceanography blossomed
45 Shadrin, N. G., "Historical Continuity in Russian and Soviet Oceans Policy," pub. in Soviet
Oceans Development, U.S. GoV!. Printing office, Washington, 1976, p. 73.
46 Ibid., p. 73.
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into what became, at the height of the Cold War,
quantitatively the world's greatest effort. From 1947,
into the early 1950s, Soviet marine scientists
"piggybacked" aboard their whaling flotilla and
ubiquitous distant water fishing trawlers. By the
International Geophysical Year (1957 to 1959), their
research efforts had matured to the extent of fielding
mul ti -ship oceanographic surveys by dedicated research
ve s s e Ls v" (see figure 1) Developing an accelerated
program for ocean research in the 1970s, the Soviet
Union emphasized marine scientific and ocean engineering
manpower training and, by 1977, Soviet research ships
totaled 200 with a total displacement of 320,000 tons.
(In the same time period--by way of comparison--U.S.
research vessels of varying types numbered 120 with a
combined displacement of 180,000 tons.) 48 By the early
1980s, "easily half the world's research ships (over
300 excluding military-operated ships),,49 were fielded by
the Soviet Union. In early 1982, nine new oceanographic
research vessels were under construction or
planned ... some in foreign shipyards. 5 0
47 Ibid., p. 75.
48 National Ocean Policy Study Staff, "Major Points Concerning Soviet Oceans Policy," pub. in
Soviet Oceans Development, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington, 1976, p. 8.
49 Couhat, J. L., Combat Fleets of the World, 1980-1981, U.S. Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, Md.
1980.
50 Valmet Shipbuilding Group, "Akademik Shuleykin, 1st of a Series of Versatile Research Ships for
the Soviet Union, " Ship & Boat International, Vol. 35, No.9, Sept. 1982.
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The number of oceanic research platforms, however,
is but one way to compare ocean science commitments and
productivity. While western oceanographers may have led
in such qualitative indicators as data collection and
processing, instrumentation, automation, satellite
remote sensing and even scientific station time at sea,
the Russian effort in this field represents an ama zing
allocation of scarce resources ... especially in the light
of what we have learned about the state of their economy
and balance of payments since the collapse of the Soviet
Union. How can this priority in the ocean policy area
be explained?
In recent decades, in the area of the exploitation
of the world ocean, an ever increasing struggle
began The world ocean is .. truly inexhaustible
wealth vast military significance ... energy
resources; tides, currents, temperature
gradients ... raw materials locked in the
seabed ... the stores of animal protein, ... fish, sea
animals, plankton permit one to regard the sea as
one of the most important means to solve the food
problem... The CPSU program calls not only for
utilization of resources but also prospecting for
new ones. 51
Admiral Sergei Gorshkov, often dubbed Father of the
Modern Russian Navy wrote these words while engaged in
competition with the traditionally dominant Red Army
leadership for the economic support necessary to convert
5 1 Gorshkov, S., "Navies in War and Peace," Morskoy Sbornik, translated by U. Ra'anan, Feb.
1973.
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a small coastal navy, devastated at the end of World War
II, into a major blue-water force capable of challenging
NATO's sea lines of communications between the Uni ted
states and her European allies. In this effort, he was
remarkably successful. (See facing fig. 4.) During the
Soviet period, Russian research vessels undertook
frequent long-range deployments and they were freely
employed as instruments of national policy and
propaganda, "showing the flag" in highly visible
cooperative research and assistance to developing
nations in such projects as fisheries stock assessments
and coastal and resource surveys. This sort of joint
research proj ect, before such technology and expertise
trans fer became codi fied in the Third U. N. Law of the
Sea Convention, was the exception and the "Soviets
(were) offered little competition in this field. ,, 5 2
Russian advances in ocean engineering and sea
technology were also evident during this period. New,
non-military research submersibles included such
innovations as titanium spherical personnel chambers and
the use of hydrazine monopropellant for gas turbines and
variable de-ballasting. 53 Several organizations
sponsored oceanographic activities: fisheries research
52 Scheina, R. L. , "Latin American Navies," U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 108, Mar. 1982,
p.32.
53 Busby, F. R., "Undersea Vehicle Activity in the Soviet Union ," Sea Technology, Vol. 21, No.7.,
July 1980, p. 21.
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vessels (and occasionally submersibles) evaluated the
economic promise of new fish stocks and areas for
subsequent exploitation of their distant water fishing
fleet, large expedition ships controlled by the Academy
of Sciences conducted basic research investigations
worldwide, and naval hydrographic assets participated in
applied, military-related research ... obviously with
considerable overlap of interest as in the United States
marine sciences community. 5 4
Since the fall of the Soviet Empire, and the
resultant flood of previously secret information now
made available to western scholars and researchers, we
have come to realize that in many areas we painted a
picture of Soviet science, military and technology that
was "ten feet tall." Yet it seemed, at least in the
early 1980s, that their "(o)cean policy (was) determined
and administered in a coordinated manner from the
highest level of the Communist Party--the Politburo, ,, 55
at a time, a decade after the Stratton Commission
report, when ocean policy in the United States was still
widely decried as fragmented and unfocused. For Sergei
Gorshkov and the Soviet high naval command, the
appearance of Trident Missile firing strategic
54 MacGwire, M., "Naval Power and Soviet Oceans Policy," Center for Foreign Policy Studies,
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1976, p. 135.
55 Booda, L., "Soviet Sea Technology Shows Muscle," Sea Technology, Vol. 21, No.7, Jul. , 1980, p.
7.
submarines created
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an enormous and alarming
complication. 56 The first generation of ballistic
missile submarines carried the limited range Polaris
Missiles requiring their stationing fairly near the
Russian Eurasian landmass. Trident meant searching a
vastly larger area of the world ocean for the proverbial
"needle in the haystack." It is reasonable to assume
that, as in the United states, significant motivat ion
for allocation of resources to ocean science resulted
from these concerns--while parallel research continues
toward some future breakthrough in non-acoustic
detection of submarines: i.e. satellite remote sensing
of internal waves/ scanning blue-green lasers or
neutrino reactor detectors.
By the early 1990s, much of their research fleet
was confined to the wharf: out of fuel, out of rubles
and out of commission. In 1991/ a large Russian
research ship arrived in Madeira, Portugal low on fresh
water (due to an evaporator problem) and lacking foreign
currency to purchase supplies. Local university
scientists took up a collection and the drinking water
was purchased for them. 57 In 1992/ Russian academicians
were sounding out potential partners for continuing the
56 MacGwire, M., OV. Cit., p. 135.
57 Unconfirmed anecdote related to the author while in command of the USRV Seward Johnson by a
Portuguese Oceanographer attached to his ship during a research mission at the time of alleged
incident.
ST Vessels Projue
Seven-Vessel Fleet
Marks Russian CGGE ··
Black Sea's Central Marine Geological & Geophysical
Expedition Operates in Russian Southern Seas, World Oceans
By David M. Graham
Editor
B oyish-looking Vladimir V.Stoya-nov is an energetic salesman for
the Russian organization hedirects-
with nearly 600 staff and seven ocean-
going research vessels. The organiza-
tion is a state geological enterprise
CGGE director Stoyanov (above) offers
the ice-class RN Getenami«; one of seven
operated by Russian CGGE organization.
At right. Ge/endzhik 's stern deployment
system for towed systems allows equip-
ment and personnel to work under cover
to facilitate rel iable launch and recovery
operations.
called Central Marine Geological &
Geophysical Expedit ion (CGGE)arid
is headquartered at the Black Sea
port of Gelendzhik in the Krasnodar
region of Russia. •
CGG E was founded in 1949as part
ofthe larger Yuzhmorgeologiya Asso-
ciation. which subsequently was di-
vided into several smaller. independ-
ent units in 1991. The group remains
part of the federal Geological Survey
of Russia and now contributes sur-
veys for that organization and for
state programs in mineral resources
exploration and development. Rus-
sian programs carried out by CGGE
include year-round geological. geo-
-physical,and ecological stud ies in the
Atlantic. Pacific. and Indian oceans
and in the Mediterranean. Black.
Azov. Aral, and Caspian seas.
From 1949 to 1978. Yuzhmorgeo-
logiya carried out regional geological
• and geophysical studies and explora-
tion/ production for oil and gas in the
world oceans and in the Mediterra-
nean. Other work. Stoyanov said.
took place on the continental shelves
of other countries such as Egypt.
India. East Germany. Bulgaria. Po-
land . Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). and
Cuba as well as in the inland seas of
the U.S.S.R. Stoyanovtold Sea Tech-
nology CGG E's track record includes
identification of more than 50 oil and
gas prospects and preproduction devel-
opment for more than 20 perspective
structures.
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operation of their state-of-the-art deep submersibles
and their supporting surface vessel (at bargain prices),
in the Uni ted States and Canada. 58 The Russian Central
Marine Geological and Geophysical Expedition, (see fig.
5; excerpt of article) a state-run enterprise
headquartered in the Black Sea, is energetically
marketing its 600 person staff and seven research
vessels, well equipped largely with U.S. and western
oceanographic instrumentation ... at extraordinary
"bargain basement" prices: Their 34 meter R/V Yantar
reportedly was offered for $900 per day, and the 104.5
meter, 5,620 metric ton R/V Gelendzhik for a mere $7,000
per day ($1500 less than a Class III, 50 meter length
UNOLS vessel charges!) Japan's Metals Mining Agency and
the United States' N.O.A.A. have taken advantage of
these attractive charter rates. 5 9 Cast adrift on the sea
of disinvestment by the cash-strapped Moscow government,
Russian oceanography has lost much of its bloated
funding: Stripped of excess infrastructure and
personnel and given a broader mission less military in
orientation, with closer ties to, and cooperative
endeavors with, western marine scientists, Russian
58 Author took part in preliminary discussions with officers of Harbor Branch Oceanographic
Institution and the Russian Academy at Toronto, July, 1992.
59 Graham, D. M. , "Seven-Vessel Fleet Marks Russian CGGE," in Sea Technology, Vol. 35, No.6,
June. 1994, pp . 67-69.
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oceanography may be entering a phase of much leaner yet
qualitatively better science.
VII. New Challenges for Naval Oceanography:
Water to Brown Water
From Blue
Since 1989, we have seen a change in operational
focus as the balance in U. S. Navy roles and missions
swings more toward power-proj ection along the world's
Li. ttorals rather than overcoming a blue water opponent
capable of interdicting sea lines of communications
(SLOCs) . Much of the scientific effort that has gone
into the high-priority mission area of anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) developed basic understanding, techniques
and numerical modeling of deep sea oceanographic
phenomena. Combating hostile submarines and mines in
the acoustically complex bathymetry, currents,
temperature discontinuities, and density gradients of
coastal and continental shelf waters is an order of
magnitude more difficult.
The 1982 Falklands / Malvinas conflict between the
U.K. and Argentina provided a sample of the
39
oceanographic conditions naval forces may expect to
encounter in future conflicts of this sort. One
operational diesel-electric conventional submarine made
several attacks on the assembled British ships. The
Royal Navy, arguably the world's best open ocean ASW
force, expended numerous expensive weapons and
countermeasures, totally ineffectively against the
single Argentinean submarine:
Apparently, the British made every ASW attack and
weapon launch against a false target ... the most
important lesson of all, is that ASW is a
difficul t, challenging, and deadly
game .... (a)coustic conditions vary geographically,
seasonally, and with the local weather. Shallow
water and varying bottom conditions complicate the
task severely 6 0
While critically important to forseeable roles and
missions, ocean research essential for littoral warfare
will only go so far in supporting United States marine
scientists: Considerable promise, however, is offered in
what the late Admiral Jeremy 'Mike' Boorda referred to
as "expanding partnerships" with academic oceanographers
and basic oceanographic research.
60 Wilb Capt C USN "Remember the San Luis!" in U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings,vol. 22,1 ur, ..,.. .,
1,117, March, 1996, p. 88.
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VIII. New Partnerships and ~Dual Use"
The naval role .in oceanography evolved from the
early work of hydrographers and explorers, receiving
great stimulus from the mechanization of warships and
weapons in the latter part of the nineteenth century,
and finally reaching maturity with the advent of
submarine ... and anti-submarine ...warfare ln the first
decades of the twentieth
followed by the Cold War
contributions to allied
century. The field's
v ictory ln World War
competition for sea
major
II,
space
Dual Use of Defense
dominance ensconced navies firmly in the business of
marine science. Now, with the collapse of the Soviet
Union and the rapid downsizing of all naval investment,
including R. & D., one should expect a continuing
decline in ONR's support of civilian oceanographers and
their research projects ... unless a broader sustaining
vision, a more inclusive raison d'etre is forthcoming.
We'll explore one such mechanism:
Technology.
In November of 1995, the Navy released a new Naval
Oceanography Policy, signed by the Chief of Naval
Operations, the late
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Admiral J. M. Boorda which
includes, among other features;
• Expanding "leveraged partnerships" with government,
academic, business, and international organizations.
• Preserving a robust,
capability.
at-sea research and survey
• Taking the lead in organizing the National
Oceanographic Facilities Council to coordinate the
nation's oceanography infrastructure.
• Continuing de-classification review and release of
Navy ocean and atmosphere data and products.
• Establishing littoral and blue water "natural
laboratories" with embedded in-situ and remote
measurement facilities.
• Examining selected Integrated Undersea Surveillance
system (IUSS) capabilities as a blue water
characterization laboratory.
• Re-establishing academic chairs in oceanography.61
As a first step, we need to define a couple of the
key concepts related to this new civilian / military
partnership: Dual Use refers to applying or developing
specific systems or technologies for use by military and
61 Davis, Radm. G., "A New Naval Oceanography Policy," in Sea Technology, Vol. 37, No.1, Jan.
1996, pp. 38 - 44.
civilian interests. The
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related idea of Defense
Con v e r s i on involves the application of technology,
equipment and/or personnel previously assigned to a
specifically military application for some productive
civilian use (while the military organization still
retains the specific capability.
"Dual Use" suggests the making of a priori choices
for new research, development, or economic activity
applicable wi thin both military and civilian
domains. "Conversion" implies seeking new economic
uses for e xisting defense resources--real property,
facilities, production capability, "know-how,"
trained people, surplus stocks, etc.--excess to our
needs. 6 2
The seeds of these concepts lie in past policy:
Radar, sonar bathymetry, even surplus ships have, as
noted above, been suppl ied to, or, in the case of new
technologies, "trickled down" from naval or other
governmental programs. Prior to the end of the Cold
War, the stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of
provided impetus for cooperation between
government labs and industry and the 1984 National
Cooperative Research Act 6 4 enabled government-industry
consortia by clarifying the application of Anti-Trust
62 Whitman, E. C" "Defense Conversion in Marine Technology ," in Sea Technology, Vol. 34, No.
11, Nov. 1994, p. 21.
63 Public Law 96-480 (15 USC 3710 Sec. 11 a.): "It is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to ensure the full use of the results of the nation's federal investment in research and
development. To this end, the Federal Government shall strive , where appropriate, to ~ansfer "
Federally owned or originated technology to State and Local governments and to the private sector.
64 Public Law 98-462 (also called the Research & Development Joint Ventures Act.)
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Law and eliminating unnecessary obstacles ... a trend
continued with the Technology Transfer Act of 19866 5
which amends Stevenson-Wydler to include a statutory
obligation for technology transfer from all government
laboratories to appropriate civil sector entities. In
1992, Congress passed the Defense Conversion,
Reinvestment, and Transition Act which included the
following findings and purposes:
(7) Prompt and vigorous implementation of defense
conversion, re-investment, and transition
assistance programs is essential to ensure that the
(post-cold-war) defense build-down is structured in
a manner that
(a) Enhances the long-term ability of the
United States to mainta in a strong and v ibrant
national technology and industrial base, and,
(b) Promotes economic growth.
(In pursuance of this,) The Secretary of Defense
shall .. encourage the transfer of technology between
laboratories and research centers of the Department
of Defense and other Federal Agencies, State and
Local Governments, colleges and
universities .. . likely to result in accomplishing
the results (above, along with maintaining military
readines s . ) 66
A year later, in 1993, defense budgets were cut by $12
b i Ll.Lon i t '
Dual Use provides opportunities for naval interests
and the civilian oceanographic community in which both
parties win. As research budgets have grown tighter,
6S Public Law 99-502 .
66 Public Law 102-484 (10 USC 2491,2514).
67 Graham, D., " 'Dual Use'--More Bang for the Buck," in Sea Technology ., Vol. 34, No. 11,
November , 1993, p. 7.
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environmental problems have grown in scope: global
climate change, over-exploited fisheries, and increasing
stress to coastal ecosystems by anthropogenic
pollutants. In search of more missions to justify
retention of expensive hardware, expertise and
infrastructure, the military seems to welcome expansion
into environmental security as a concomitant to national
security.
There has been a lot of discussion recently on the
need to continue operation of some of these defense
systems and capabilities in today's world ... To do
so, it may be necessary to explore alternative
uses, both commercially and by the scientific
communi ty . In many ways, the civi 1ian and defense
oceanographic communities have worked toward
similar missions ... A closer working relationship
between the civilian and defense oceanographic
communi ties can benefi t both groups, allow us to
use our resources more efficiently, and provide
added justification for keeping important defense
systems on-line. (author's italics) 6 8
While this new emphasis is relatively young, there have
been some remarkable examples of dual use which
illustrate the "force multiplier" potential for
effective marine science.
of successful programs.
Following are a few examples
• Global Climate Modeling and "NEONS II O.N.R. (along
with NSF) has been funding, for a number of years,
68 Statement by U.S. Representative Solomon P. Ortiz (Texas) , Hearing before the Subcommittee on
Oceanography..., of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, U.S. House of "
Representatives, "Dual Use of Technology and Resources for Civilian and Defense Oceanography,
103rd Congress, first session, August 4, 1993 (103-60).
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studies to quantify and numerically model ocean /
atmosphere coupling for the generation of better
climate understanding--with implications for improving
understanding of everything from crop planning and
hurricane prediction to global warming. A number of
maj or scale oceanographic expeditions in conj unction
with the civil scientific research sector and the
academic oceanographic institutions have supported
this research. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL )
has developed specialized forecasting tools such as
the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction
System (NOGAPS) and the Regional Atmospheric
Prediction System (NORAPS.) NOAA is now cooperating
with the Navy to develop and release a new-generation
computer system that uses "Massively Parallel
Architecture," linking satellites, ocean monitoring
stations and de-classified databases to create what is
being called the Naval Environmental Operational
Nowcasting System (NEONS) . Among promising
breakthroughs thus enabled will be global, eddy and
ocean circulation models for such areas as the Gulf
Stream and Kuroshio currents. 6 9
• SCICEX-93; Dual Use under the Ice: The U.S.S. Pargo,
a Sturgeon-Class nuclear powered attack submarine,
69 Hartwig, E. 0., "Cooperation and Dual Use of Defense Technology fo~ Oceanographic Research ,"
Testimony given before Congressional Subcommittee , Aug. 1993, Op. CIt., pp. 74-75.
The cruise track of SCICEX-93. Locations of surface stations are shown as open
clrcles. The segment of the track shown in Figure 3 is indicated by a bold line.
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specially fitted for under ice-cap operations, was
made available in January of 1993 for an Arctic
research cruise, and the civilian marine science
community was invited to participate in the planning
and execution of the expedition. Scripps Institution
of Oceanography hosted a February meeting of
representatives from UNOLS, the Arctic Research
Commission and the Naval Undersea Warfare Center,
Arctic Submarine Laboratory along with many scientists
interested in exploiting this platform's research
potential. During a 38 day cruise, in August and
Sept. of that year, the submarine along with the
embarked civilian academic scientists spent 23 days in
the ice-covered Arctic Ocean (see map, fig. 6) ... and
the data and samples collected were worked up by
another three dozen or so shore based researchers.
Significant
disciplines
oceanography,
scientific knowledge was
of chemistry, biology
and a most important
gained in the
and physical
result of the
proj ect was the successful test both of the use of
such a platform and the partnership between the
civilian scientific community and the Navy's undersea
warfare community. There have been some initial
studies of the possibility of converting a military
submarine for scientific research ... complete with more
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The U.S. Navy's ocean suroeillance system consists of both fixed and towed
acoustic sensors that provide submarine detection and
cueing to tactical AS W forces .
Figure 7
lab space and
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specially embarked o ceanographic
instrumenta t i on ; ""
• Integrated Undersea Surveillance System (IUS S &
SOSUS) : " The Navy throws nothing away, especially
acoustic intelligence data." ' l Only recently the Navy
acknowledged the existence of what are probably
thousands o f miles of hard wired acoustic sensors,
anchored on the seafloor throughout many of the
world's ocean basins and across strategic chokepoints
(like the Greenland-Iceland-U.K. Gap) and connected by
undersea cables to shore recording and analysis sites.
(See fig. 7, schematic.) One can infer from articles
in the unclassified press72 that, over the last 25
years, few if any Soviet submarines deployed from
their northern bases without being acoustically
tracked by these systems. More recent technology
includes towed passive sonar arrays (called SURTASS' 3),
dragged through the ocean at about three knots by a
fleet of Navy-owned, civilian-manned TAGOS vessels,
quietly gathering tens of thousands of hours of
recorded ocean sounds. Naval processing centers
utilize supercomputers to sort through this oceanic
70 Langseth, M., et. al., "SCICEX-93 : Arctic Cruise of the U.S. Navy Nuclear Powered Submarine
U.S.S. Parga," in M.T.S. Journal , Vol. 27, No.4, Winter 1993-1994, pp. 4-11.
71 Graham, D., Op. Cit., p. 7,
72 U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Aviation Week & Space Technology, Jane's Defense Weekly,
M.T.S. Journal.
73 Surface Towed Array Surveillance System.
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cacophony of sounds employing advanced algorithms to
sort out the whisper of a submerged propeller from the
competing "noise" of whales, submarine volcanoes and
landslides, shipping and fishing vessels and ocean
In November of 1992, the Space and Navalstorms.
Warfare Systems Corrunand began a new dual use
scientific program for basic environmental and
oceanographic research using this previously highly
secret system. "Whales 93" in which Cetaceans
vocalizing in the oceans were localized, tracked and
voiceprinted by marine biologists (see fig. 8,
illustration) was just the beginning of innovative
projects for which this technology is uniquely suited.
Other scientific applications include: Seismic
Research--Iocating mid-ocean ridge earthquakes and
other tectonic events; Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean
Climate--using speed of sound measurements to detect
ocean basin temperatures and any possible changes
thereto due to global warming; Acoustic Telemetry--
recording positioning and data transmitted from next
generation autonomous underwater robot vehicles;
(and,Fishing Vessel
enforcement)--by
Distribution
localizing the
possibly,
characteristic
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surface-generated noises from high seas fishing vessel
acti vi ties. 7 4
• Use of NR-I by Civilian Undersea Researchers: The
Navy's small nuclear powered research submarine NR-l
has been used for several years by civilian ocean
scientists through a joint program with NOAA's
National Undersea Research Program. 75 Recently, it has
been made available for investigators to quantify
distribution and abundance of benthic biota, assess
sea scallop and wolfish habitat, explore seafloor
geologic formations and investigate impacts from
sewage sludge dumping on the continental shelf. 7 6
• Radar Remote-Sensing of the Ocean Environment: u.S.
Air Force Over-the-Horizon Radars, located in Maine
and on the California-Oregon border scan 90 million
square kilometers off our nation's east and west
coasts. Their original purpose was to provide early
warning of aircraft or missile attack. With
adjustments to their signal-processing software, they
are now capable of generating near-real time maps of
wind field and wave train data for large areas of the
74 Nishimura, C. E., "russ Dual Use: Monitoring Whales and Earthquakes Using SOSUS," in
M.T.S. Journal, Vol. 27, No.4, 1994, pp. 13-21.
75 The author's command (U.S.R.V. Seward Johnson) and NR-l worked together in 1986 to scour
the Straits of Florida for the debris from Space Shuttle Challenger under the command of the U.S.N.
Supervisor of Salvage: a typical classified mission for the sUbmari~e. ,,, .
76 Babb, 1. G., "Dual Use ofa Nuclear Powered Research Submersible: The U.S. Navy s NR-J, 10
M.T.S. Journal, Vol. 27, No.4, pp . 39-48.
Wind direction field forHurricane Andrew derived from OTH-B measurements made
between 1521 and 1528 UTC on August 23, 1992, using a radar frequency of15.8 MHz. The
radar is2,400 km to the north in Maine. The circled dot indicates the National Hurricane
Center's position estimate at the same time.
, .
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contiguous North Atlantic and North Pacific oceans.
(See fig. 9, hurricane map.) Synoptic maps have been
generated for scientific research projects with
potential for hurricane tracking, ocean wave height
warnings, wave spectral measurements, precipitation
monitoring and inference of ocean currents. 1 1
• Other Proj ects: Laser and Lidar remote sensing from
Naval Aircraft, electromagnetic bathymetry and
gravimetry and aeromagnetics are future areas of
promising joint research. 78
Dual Use is likely to be a part of the future
federal oceanographic support landscape. In January of
1996, a joint Congressional hearing was held by the
Military Research Subcommittee of the House National
Security Committee, the Energy & Environment
Subcommittee of the Science Committee, and the Fisheries
Subcommittee of the Resources Committee. Testimony was
given by witnesses including Woods Hole Scientist Robert
Ballard, Under-Secretary of Commerce James Baker and
Chief of Naval Operations Boorda on the need "to explore
how existing federal government resources, including
previously c lassified defense-related assets, can be
77 Georges, T. M., & Harlan, 1. A., "Military Over-the-Horizon Radars Turn to Ocean Monitoring,"
in M.T.S. Journal, Vol. 27, No.4, pp. 31-38 .
78 Hartwig, Congressional Committee Testimony, 00. Cit., pp. 71-73.
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better coordinated to increase understanding of the
world's oceans." Admiral Watkins (Consortium for
Oceanographic Research & Education), hinting that "the
clamor on the Hill about global warming" could be used
to good effect, suggested the expansion of joint ocean
research initiatives linking climate change to such
observable phenomena as El Nino / southern Oscillation
events. 7 9
In July of 1994, the development of new
partnerships was the subject of meetings of a
Coordinating Group, consisting of eight federal ocean-
involved agencies, academic research institutions and
industry. "The Group concluded that ... the issues needed
to be placed within a context enveloping traditional
concerns of national security as well as the many
rapidly emerging important social and environmental
concerns such as environmental quality and economic
competitiveness. These concerns are rapidly being
accepted as harboring as much of a threat to our
national interests in the forseeable future as the
threa ts of war. ,, 8 0
79 above synopsis of hearings summarized from notes in "Ocean Science News," Vol. 38, No.1 ,
Washington, D. C., January 31, 1996. ., . ,
80 Consortium for Oceanographic Research & Education, Oceans 2000: Bndgmg the Ml11enm!!, A
Report on the Interagency Partnerships Initiative, C.ORE., Washington, D. C., Jan., 1996, p. 9.
(my italics)
Is there buried in
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all this phenomenal new
technology, new missions, and redefined naval-academic
partnership a new defining v~s~on for Naval Oceanography
and its principal institution, O.N.R.? At this point,
it may prove enlightening to examine the international
picture and to take a brief look at how another major
mari time nation views governmental involvement in the
ocean sciences.
IX. Government Support for Oceanography: an
International Perspective
A few modern industrialized nations continue to
make major investments in the conduct of oceanographic
research, and the capital-intensive infrastructure
necessary to be a significant "player" in this
field ...while the funding of marine science is clearly
in decline in others. At a t ime of shrinking federal
budgets, with a major, across-the-board review of
government allocations
justification for the
programs and agencies
in process, the rationale and
U.S. oceanographic research
will be increasingly questioned
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both within the committees of Congress and in the minds
of taxpayers, eagerly awaiting the tax and deficit
relief they assume will result from the imminent "end of
big government. ,, 8 1 Thus, it may be useful at this point
to look at other nations' commitment to the marine
science field and compare and contrast their vision--
historically and at present--with that which has,
traditionally, provided the impetus for U. s. pre-
eminence. As the twentieth century comes to a close,
France is outspending the United States in marine
science as a percentage of G.N.P. The Japanese national
investment in ocean research is increasing at a rate of
twenty to twenty-five percent per year. 8 2 How--or for
that matter, whether--the U. S. should respond to these
challenges for leadership in world ocean scientific
research is an appropriate question for our citizens and
their Congressional Representatives.
While in the Uni ted States, federal ocean policy
evolved to encompass a broad sweep of national interests
and issues during the sixties and seventies, the
paradigm for national involvement and support of marine
science remained mil i tary: seaward security and naval
81 Clinton President W. "State of the Union Address ," January, 1996.
82 Testimony of Robert Corell, National Science Foundation, to a joint hearing by the Military
Research Subcommittee of the House National Security Committee, the Energy & Environment
Subcommittee of the Science Committee, and the Fisheries Subcommittee of the Resources
Committee, January, 1996.
warfare.
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As a result, funding was made available for
three oceanographic research fleets--U.S.N. operated,
N.O.A.A. and the Academic U.N.O.L.S. vessels--along with
laboratories, instrumentation and lavish support for
universi ty research and education programs. The end of
the Soviet threat coupled with budget cuts and pressures
to eliminate the federal deficit have put the future of
many programs, research ships, and even federal ocean
agencies in doubt .
Russia, and then the Soviet Union, had its
visionaries too. The "father of the modern Sov i e t
Navy," Sergei Gorshkov, well recognized the contribution
oceanic research could playas a part of a nation's sea
power. As we have seen above, military applications and
the desire to cement contacts with client regimes
resul ted in a maj or commitment of scarce resources to
construction and operation of what was, for a time,
possibly the world's largest fl eet of research ships.
Indeed, the price may have been too high: since the
empire's collapse, most of these vessels (like many of
its navy ships) lie
international clients
rusting at
for what
the dock, seeking
has become an
unjustifiable over-capacity.
Interestingly, the last decade
concurrent increasing interest by Japan
has
in
seen the
large scale
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worldwide oceanic research and new marine technology.
Fielding several new large research ships with state-of-
the-art deep diving manned submersibles and ROVs, along
with laboratories and instrumentation, JAMSTEC (the
Japan Marine Science and Technology Center) appears to
be getting its message through to policy makers in a
nation whose constitution forbids them a navy. 8 3 Thus,
it would appear that consensus-building in the Japanese
Diet, among business leaders and the universities has
resulted from effective information flow and a clear
vision of the benefits thereby accruing to the Japanese
nation from research support, long-term commercial ocean
uses, environmental process comprehension, and basic
scientific understanding.
X. Ocean Science and Technology in the Land of the
Rising Sun.
Familiarity with the terrain and environment within
which a military force operates is a sine-qua-non of
success and, indeed, surv i va Lv '" From the Peloponnesus
83 In reality, their "Maritime Self-Defense Force" is indeed a large, modern and technologi.cally-
relevant capable force, but there is little evidence-at least at this point in time-that naval interests
playa compelling role in Japanese ocean and science policy concerns. .
84 Musashi, M., Go Rin No Sho (A Book of Five Rings), Ogura, Japan, 1645. translated by Victor
Harris The Overlook Press, New York , 1982.,
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to the Falklands, this imperative has always ruled naval
history and operations whether the mission was sea
control, sea denial, or amphibious force proj ection---a
lesson not lost on Russian or American naval thinkers
and historians. Navies ignore the lessons of the ocean
environment at their own peril: witness the "divine
wind" or "Kamikaze" which swept away the Mongol Kublai
Khan's amphibious beachhead on Japan in 1274 and again
in 1281, or, similarly, the U.S. Navy Third Fleet's
tragic collision with the typhoon of December, 1944.
These lessons undoubtedly made an impression on the
Japanese--an island people whose lives and livelihoods
depend upon the sea--but it is only since feudal times
that the ocean and its mysteries has been much in the
mind of their artists, philosophers,
leaders.
scientists and
The Japanese archipelago is 2500 Kilometers long
with a land area of only 377,815 square kilometers,
representing only 0.25 % of the earth's surface land
area. Yet with her 200 mile Exclusive Economic Zone,
nationally controlled waters encompass nearly 4 million
square kilometers, about half that of the United
States. 8 5 One of the most heavily industrialized nations
85 Lee, R. S., "Legislative Approaches to Coastal Area and Resource Management," in Development
& Management of Resources of Coastal Areas, edited by K. Szekielda, New York, 1976, pp. 438-
444 .
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on earth, Japan depends upon minerals and foodstuffs
imported by sea. (Over 50 % of some necessary metals and
nearly 100 % of iron, nickel, oil, soybeans, wheat and
corn are imported ... by ship.) 86 All this might suggest a
long tradition of ocean orientation on the part of an
island people, but little in their literature supports
such a conclusion, until quite recently. 87
The first prose written in Japanese, relating to
the sea as a topic, appeared in the works of Ki no
Tsurayuki in the tenth century. A few sea-related poems
and the use of the sea as an metaphor for emotions or
sentiments is all that appears in several centuries of
poetry. There are several references to naval battles
or pirates from the twelfth to 16th centuries and
drawings and accounts of coastal whaling along with
Tsunamis and fishing from about 350 years ago but only
after the 17th century does "much in the way of sea
Li.terature" appear. 88 Author Harvey Shapiro, a professor
at Osaka Geijutsu University has speculated on some
reasons for this lack of a "sea-orientation" in Japanese
history and literary tradition: "(I)n 663, the Japanese
navy of some 27000 men was utterly defeated ... to keep
the humiliating news from the people ... the government
86 Akaha Japan in Global Ocean Politics, University of Hawaii Press, Honolulu, 1985.
87 Shapiro, H. A., "The Ocean in Japanese Literature: An Overview," in Ocean Yearbook, Number
2" University of Chicago Press , Chicago, 1991, pp. 247 - 265.
88 1bid., p. 257 .
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began a deliberate program of destroying all written
records pertaining to the event, as well as sea-related
Li.terature for centuries to corne. ,, 8 9 Combined with over
a millennium of nearly complete isolation, until the
U.S. Navy's Commodore Perry arrived in Tokyo Bay in
1853, Japan's land orientation was nearly total.
An awareness of China's carving up by late-19th
century European powers, the vulnerabil ity of Japanese
coastal cities to bombardment from the sea, and a series
of forced commercial treaties by foreign governments
provoked a sudden national interest in the ocean, and
what lay beyond the sea horizon. Japan's phenomenally
rapid evolution to a world class naval power in the
early twentieth century is well known, but it took the
rapid industrialization and resultant severe coastal
environmental degradation of the 1960s and 1970s to
focus attention on the ocean environment. 9o
Japanese oceanography, like its counterparts in
Europe and North America, is a young science. Farmers
in northern Japan probably noticed a correlation between
good harvests and meanders of the Kuroshio Current
89 Interviews with S. Nakakoji, scholar of Chinese & Japanese literature, cited by Shapiro, Ibid ., p.
258. .
90 The Minamata mercury-poisoning episode during which most of the residents of a coastal fishing
village became horribly aftlicted with the effects of industrial sea-pollution became a global focusing
event .
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allocated to} ocean development including expenditures
for research and marine related operations ... but
excluding ordinary operating costs of the governmental
organizations. ,, 94 (See fig. 11; tables of expenditures.)
The maj or national oceanographic entity since its
creation by an act of the Japanese Diet in 1971 is the
Japan Marine Science and Technology Center (JAMSTEC). 95
Like a number of other uniquely Japanese institutions
(e.g. MITI), JAMSTEC is a joint effort of government and
industry, under the direct supervis ion of the Science
and Technology Agency. (See fig. 12; homepage from the
World Wide Web.) Originally, funding was coordinated
through the Japan Federation of Economic Organizations
but by the late 1970s, support was provided through a
combination of d irect government funding, organizations
and private corporations, industrial groups, utili ties
and, in general, elements of the private sector with an
eye toward future maritime business and industry
potential. If that sounds vague, this is because in
Japan the line between governmental and corporate
investment in future markets and technology has
traditionally been "fuzzy," in marked contrast to the
United States and some Common Market countries where the
94 Okamura, K., "Ocean Technology in Japan: Recent Advances, Future Needs and International
Collaboration," M.T.S . Journal, Vol. 24, No.1, March, 1990, pp. 32-47 . .
95 "Establishment of the Japan Marine Science & Technology Center Act," approved by 65th DIet
session, May, 1971.
TABLE 1. Japanese government fundinG torocem, fIS8aIdI,anp :dJwe.l~p'ment. [jl.ata!9iv~n ,in
'millions ofyen and millions ofdollars (eaJctdated at 1:30 yenAlJ.S. dollar) ,
Funding Source 1. 1B9n
. --
Science and Technology ¥ 10,49~ '¥ 11,662
Agency $ 81 $ 89
Environment Agency '¥ 698 '¥ 903
s 5 7
Development Agency ¥ 51 ¥ 46
$ 0.4 0.3
Ministry of Education ¥ 461 ¥ 461
$ 4 $ 4
Ministry ofAgriculture ¥ 12,079 ¥ 12.540
Forest, Fisheries $ ,~3 $ 96
Ministry of International ¥ 12,740 ¥ 12,472
Trade and Industry $ 98 $ 96
Ministry ofTransport ¥ 10,132 '¥ 10,230
$ 78 $ 79
Ministry of Posts and ¥ 123 ¥ 97
Telecommunications $ 0.9 $ 0.7,
Ministry ofConstruction ¥ 507 ¥ 445
$ 4 ' . $ 3
TOTALS: ¥ 47.273 ¥ 48,811
$ 364 $ 375
TABLE 2. Japanese funding for ocean research and
development by area. Data given in millions ofyen and
millions ofdollars (calculated at 130yen/U.S. dollar),
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adjacent to the coasts centuries ago. 9 1 (See fig. 10,
map. ) Asian seaman and fishermen were familiar with
this strong, western boundary current for hundreds of
years, having "named it Kuroshio (which means 'black
stream' in the Japanese language) because of the deep
ul tramarine color of the warm, high salini ty water ... ,, 92
Japanese scientists were studying the biology of the
Kuroshio in 1880 and a professor named Wada began the
first systematic drift bottle current measurements in
the 1890s. Other Japanese oceanographers such as Uda,
Suda, Kishindo and Shigematsu made significant
contributions to physical oceanography of the western
Paci fic Ocean and a Japanese Ocean Sciences Institute
operated at Kobe from about the turn of the century
until 1959. 9 3
In 1969, at the time the Stratton Commission was
wrapping up its work in the United States, the Japanese
Marine Science and Technology Commission was submitting
its own report to the Prime Minister of Japan. Since
that report, their government has steadily "increased
the budget allocated for marine affairs .... for the
fiscal year 1989 ... approximately 1.966 billion Yen (was
91 Barklev, R. A., "The Kuroshio Current," in Oceanography, Contemporary Readings in Ocean
Science, ~dited by R. G. Pirie, University of Wisconsin, Oxford Press, London, 1973, p. Ill.
92 Ibid., p. 108. . '
93 Kitano, K., "Some Aspects of the Historical Development on the Studies of ~he Kuroshio and
Oyashio," in, M. Sears & D. Merriman, editors, Oceanography, The Past, Spnnger-Verlag, New
York, 1980, pp. 280-285.
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legal system and anti-trust legislation keeps the two at
arms length. As can be seen in the attached graphics
(see fig. 13, facing page), national investment has seen
heal thy increases at a time when U. S. marine science
funding has flattened out and Russian oceanography has
all but collapsed.
The Japanese are concentrating in a number of long-
term, high-pay-off technologies and disciplines and "in
attempting to enhance the science and technology level
of (the) nation as a whole, it is required to adopt the
decentralized policy formulation steps, so that the
specific need of each locality (Prefecture) is reflected
in R/D policy."% Thus, in addition to global marine
science expeditions, polar research and pioneering of
new undersea engineering and technology, this
organization is involved in the Japanese coastal zone
and E.E.2. in projects ranging from
"submerging/surfacing artificial sea floor," "effective
utilization of deep sea water (by coastal aquaculture
and thermal energy conversion demonstration plants),"
"offshore floating wave power systems," and "sea bottom
cleaning system in sea culture areas (by robot
vehicles) ,, 9 7 ••• to name just a few examples. In 1990,
JAMSTEC commissioned the Shinkai 6500 manned research
96 JAMSTEC Profile, Yokosuka, 1995, p.22.
97 Ibid., p. 20.
submersible, now
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conducting routine scientific
investigations to depths of 6,500 meters. other
undersea research assets include the Shinkai 2000 manned
submersible and a number of new unmanned remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs) including the 10,000 meter
depth class Kaiko, large support and research ships, a
SWATH (Small Waterplane, Twin Hull) Research Vessel
Kaiyo of 2849 tons. Shore facilities, laboratories and
recent cooperative agreements with Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, Scripps Institute of
Oceanography and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration round out a robust, comprehensive and
growing commitment to ocean science and technology.
That the absolute dollar amounts ($83.9 billion in
Japan vs. $142 billion in the U.S.) 98 is less than the
total multi-agency effort in the United States misses
the point. What is intriguing is the trend (see fig.
14; graph) of governmental support: by 1992, the annual
rate of increase in R. & D. was 9.3 % while their economy
(GNP) was only growing at 6%. (In the United States,
investment in R. & D. grew, through the early 1990s, at
a rate less than the growth of GNP.
to remain flat, if not decline.) 99
Now, it is likely
Apparently, the
98 or percentage of G.N.P. spent on R. & D. (nearly equal at about 2.7%)
99 These figures--as well as those in the footnote above-from N.S.F ., reported in; Stone, G. S.,
(NOAA , NURP), "Japanese Ocean Research and Development," in M.T.S. Journal , Vol. 26, No.3,
Fall, 1992, pp. 11-19.
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oceans constituency, after a late start, is doing an
excellent job at selling the importance of this
investment to Japan's national future security .. . in a
non-military context.
As noted at the beginning of this section, Japan is
resource--living and non-living--poor, dependent upon
maritime transportation, and vulnerable to staggering
losses from typhoons, tsunamis, and earthquakes. It is
this last threat that presently stimulates some of
Shinkai 6500'8 most vital undersea explorations. In
1923, the Great Kanto earthquake killed 140,000 people
in a Tokyo much smaller than today's megalopolis. A
1993 earthquake measured 7.8 on the Richter scale and
others are certain due to Japan's location as an island
arc adjacent to deep trenches where two tectonic plates
collide. "As the Japanese government funds the push for
deeper-diving submersibles ... Japan is stimulated in this
work mainly by its near desperate need to further its
earthquake research. ,, 10 0
As we look at this remarkable national endeavor, we
perhaps should ask ourselves 1.) Is any of this really a
new rationale for studying the oceans; and 2.) Is there
a lesson for our own ocean science community in the
budget battles to come?
100 Cuyvers, L., "Into the Trenches; The Japanese Search for Deep-Sea Earthquake Clues," Sea
Frontiers, Vol. 40, No.5, October, 1994, pp. 42-45.
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XI. The United states Policy Process At Work
The challenge of activating positive but currently
passive public support is every scientist's
responsibili ty. Virtually every scientist is
supported by public dollars, whether the source of
those dollars is taxes, consumer spending,
philanthropy, venture capital, or a combination
thereof. 10 1
In his discussion of Agenda Setting, Charles O.
Jones identifies three possible government roles in a
democracy such as ours: These are: (1) "Let it Happen"
whereby the government takes a basically passive role as
individuals aggregate into groups which then define
their interests, organize, seek access and, in effect,
force their issue area into the policy makers'
consciousness; (2)"Encourage it to happen," wherein
government promotes or assists interested people and
groups to define the issue and assist in their
participation in the policy-making process; (3)"Make it
happen," in which "government plays an active role in
defining problems and setting goals," with the policy
makers not awaiting a group's demands but rather setting
an agenda for government action themselves. 102 It is
101 Woolley, M., "From Rhetoric to Reality," editorial in Science, Vol. 269, Sept. 15, 1995.
102 Jones, C. 0 ., An Introduction to the Study of Public Policy, Brooks/Cole, Monterey , Ca. , 1984, p.
63.
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both clear, and interesting wi thin the context of the
mid-twentieth century political scene, that the
emergence of federal science policy, and the
organizations established by Congressional legislation
to further that policy--the Office of Naval Research and
the National Science Foundation--came about via Jones'
route number three. Science elites (Bush of the
Conspicuous by
on the part of
(in other words,
Carnegie Institute, Compton of M. I. T., and Conant of
Harvard--among others) already working within the
government bureaucracies established just before or
during W.W.II., along with White House advisors such as
F. D. R. 's Harry Hopkins and Truman's Oscar S. Cox, and
Congressional leaders including, most importantly
Senators Harley Kilgore (Democrat of West Virginia) and
Warren Magnuson (Democrat of Washington) all played key
roles in introducing and, along the way, force-feeding
the new policies onto the agenda and through the
formulation and legitimation processes.
its absence was organized pressure
academic institutions and scientists
the nominal constituency for such a policy area) ... until
late in the competition between rival NSF bills in the
House and Senate. In the late 1940s, scientists were--
at least with respect to interests outside their
immediate disciplines--generally "A poorly organized
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group with, albeit, established ecceee. i'" at least by
some prominent individuals within the group. This would
change rapidly as a side-effect of the federalization of
support for basic science research. But, outside of ad-
hoc groupings of such bodies as the National Academy of
Sciences, the National Research Council, and the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, the
role of "Science speaking to power" was in its infancy.
As the debate over precise language in the NSF
implementation bill foretold, " ... scientific advice on
public policy issues may be--and almost always should
be--conflicting. " 10 4
As subsequent experience both with the Office of
Naval Research and the National Science Foundation would
soon illustrate, the ambiguities, controversy and
compromises had only just begun with their Congressional
creation: " ... the bargaining and maneuvering, the
pulling and hauling, of the policy-adoption process
carry(ed) over into the policy-implementation
process. "1 0 5 Exercising considerable discretion in the
interpretation of both organizational mission and
Congressional intent, the early leadership of O.N.R.
provided contract funding, virtually without strings
103 Ibid., p. 67.
104 Barker, A., & Peters, B. G., The Politics of Expert Advice: Creating, Using & Manipulating
Scientific Knowledge for Public Policy, 1993, p. 5.
105 Bardach, E. , The Implementation Process, 1977, p. 38.
attached, to a wide
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variety of basic science
investigators pursuing studies both wi thin and without
oceanography
interest. ) 106
(and other traditional areas of naval
It was well over a decade later, with the
N.S.F. solidly in the business of supporting basic
marine science, that Congressional oversight in the form
of the Fulbright I Mansfield Amendment cited above that
O.N.R. was more narrowly steered toward its applied
naval mission.
XII. Privatization; Back to the Future?
Many of the themes in today's debate over
government's role in science have arisen in the past.
While Congress was debating the extent to which they
should get involved in the management of the country's
fishery resources, 125 years ago, the budgets were
constrained far more than they are now. "A Joint
Resolution proposing a study of the (fishery) problem
had a difficult time in the House, according to debate
reported in the Congressional Globe, predecessor of the
Congressional Record. ,, 10 7 Yet, the problem was defined,
106 Sapolsky, QILQ.!, p. 38.
107 Guinan, 1. A., & Curtis, R. E., "A Century of Conservation," paper for National Marine Fisheries
Service, April, 1971.
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placed on the agenda, and the result was creation of one
of our most venerable ocean research organizations: the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (now the National Marine
Fisheries Service.)--whose first Director, Spencer
Baird, founded the oceanographic laboratory
Woods Hole. 10 8
cluster at
In the late 19th Century, and at the beginning of
this century, United States oceanography was primarily
supported by wealthy individual benefactors,
corporations, private foundations and universi ties. In
the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, Marine Science was barely
acknowledged as a discipline separate and distinct from
the other natural sciences, and many small scale
investigations were undertaken--almost as a hobby--by a
small corps of dedicated "gentlemen oceanographers. u
Can we, perhaps in examining this early era in our
field, infer a renewed appeal to private sector
institutions and individuals for support of today's
swollen marine science infrastructure?
In general, promises of vast weal th from specific
marine resources have failed to materialize: seabed
mining is unlikely to provide much incentive for
investment at least until mid 21st century, fisheries
stocks are fully exploited and in some cases collapsed,
108 Galtsoff, P. S., The Story of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory, Woods
Hole, Mass. , U. S. Dept. oflnterior, Washington, D.C., 1962, pp. 9-13.
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and declining real prices in the cost of internationally
supplied oil along with growing awareness of the
environmental hazards associated with offshore oil and
gas production have dampened enthusiasm for new energy
exploitation. This spells little inspiration for
Uprivatization" of oceanic exploration: oceanography
and the ultimate products of basic marine science
research remain a upublic good" in which governments
will have to remain engaged for the forseeable future.
In the years straddling the beginning of the 20th
century, as noted above, weal thy individuals and
foundations--reflecting a spectrum of motivations and
interests including but going well beyond naval
applications--promoted oceanography and the founding of
the major oceanographic institutions. The vision of
these pioneers, along with such individuals as Agassiz,
Bigelow, Lilly, Scripps, Iselin and others was
articulated in a series of "whi.t;e papers" and reports
from the National Academy of Sciences in 1937, the 1959
N.A.S.C.O. findings in Oceanography 1960 to 1970, and
again in the Stratton Commission Report of 1969, Our
Nation and the Sea. Browsing these documents is, at
this time, far from an intellectual exercise.
On the 27th of April, 1927, the National Academy of
Sciences published a resolution ...
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THAT, The President of the Academy be requested to
appoint a Committee on Oceanography from the
sections of the Academy concerned to consider the
share of the United States of America in a world
wide program of oceanographic research and report
to the Academy. 10 9
Dr. Henry Bigelow of Harvard, and Chairman Frank R.
Lillie released a report entitled "Oceanography, its
scope, problems, and economic importance" in 1931 which
led to funding for the establishment of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution. That committee also
recommended that U. S. Naval vessels equipped with the
new sonic echo-sounding gear "should, when feasible,
follow routes which would carry them over oceanic areas
for which information ... was inadequate ... and it has led
to probably the most extensive systematic
program ... undertaken by any country. fl 11 0 Thus,
continuing the tradition started by Wilkes and Maury,
the partnership between science and naval and, more
generally, governmental interest was well established,
before the exponential growth of the World War II period
and nearly two decades before the creation of O.N.R.
109 Vaughan, T. W., et. al., International Aspects of Oceanography, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C., 1937, p. vii.
110 Ibid. , p. viii.
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XIII. Modeling Through or Muddling Through?
One cannot predict the outcome of budget and
reorganization battles to come but it may be of s ome
comfort to scientists as well as policy-makers that
these questions have aired before previous generations
struggling with the importance of basic research to
national strength, of oceanography to seapower, of
science to the quality of our environment ... and of
government's ever-evolving role in these endeavors. The
answer to all of our present concerns may not be buried
in the minutes of past Congressional Committee hearings,
but looking back o ve r the breadth of this history, one
theme rings consistently: whatever the sustaining
Paradigm--the lens through which policy looks at
science--there is, since the Enlightenment, no turning
back the clock .... governments will have to continue to
support science.
Frances Hoole has identified four processes by
which governments make ocean policy: "Muddling-Through,
Modeling-Through, Comprehensive-Integrating and Unitary-
Rational Actor. ,, 111 The hi story of Federal government
111 Hoole, F. W., " ...Po1icy Making Processes," in Making Ocean Policy : The Politics of
Government Organization and Management, edited by F. W. Hoole, R. Friedheim & T. Hennessey,
Westview Press, Boulder, Colorado, 1981, pp. 145-161.
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involvement with promotion and support of oceanographic
science seems to have begun with the Uni tary-Rational-
Actor approach, what Graham Allison described as
" ... actions chosen by the government ... that will
maximi ze strategic goals and obj ectives. ,, 11 2 Pressure
leading to creation of the Office of Naval Research and
to some extent the National Science Foundation a few
years later, certainly came from within government
rather than appearing as an agenda item urged from
without.
Attempts to apply the Comprehensive-Integrating
approach both for governmental science support and
national marine policy have, in general, met with
widespread appeal wi thin sectors of the marine affairs
community, but little movement. Any attempt to combine
agencies or shift organizations within the structure of
cabinet departments or the purview of Congressional
Committees seems doomed to failure. For better or
worse, our Constitutional system reflects the distrust
in concentration of power articulated by the French
political philosopher Montesquieu, 113 and the American
\ 12 Allison, G., "Conceptual Models and the Cuban Missile Crisis," in American Political Science
Review, Vol. 63, September, 1969, p. 694.
113 His major work , perhaps the most important political treatise of the 18th century , "De I 'Espirit
des Lois ..." (1748) influenced the U.S. Constitution and the French Declaration of the Rights of
Man.
revolutionary
Madison:
and
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Constitutional commentator, John
But the great security against a gradual
concentration of the several powers in the same
department, consists in giving to those who
administer each department the necessary
constitutional means and personal motives to resist
encroachments of the others ...Ambition must be made
to counteract ambition. 114
The result, in terms of ocean research policy
formulation, has been multiple players, competing
agencies, varying fora of Congressional oversight, and
incremental--rather
change.
than integrated and sweeping--
Hoole's "Modeling-Through" approach refers to
policy formulation based upon "cost-benefit, cost-
effectiveness, and cost-utility as well as operations
research techniques, (which) focus primarily on some
aspect of the expenditure of resources. " 11 5 While these
techniques will be increasingly attractive to
Congressional critics, evaluating the "bang for the
buck" in federally funded oceanographic research
programs, such an approach lends itself poorly to
evaluation of basic scientific investigations and thus
offers little in the way of a rationalizing vision for
future marine science support.
114 Madison, 1., The Federalist Papers, #51, Harvard University Press, 1961 edition , p. 356.
115 Hoole, Cp. Cit., p. 151.
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Finally, what Hoole refers-to as "Muddling-Through"
seems to be the most likely conceptualization of at
least near term federal policy towards ocean science:
Numerous policy-makers ... dealing simultaneously
with various overlapping issues ... process is
overwhelmed by cross-cutting political currents and
complicated task environments ... highly political
process is characterized by bargaining ... tradeoffs
and is highly decentralized. . . Information is
incomplete but so abundant as to be overwhelming.
Policy-making processes of the muddling-through
type appear to be fairly typical in the marine and
coastal context. ll o
The success or failure with which science gets financial
support, and maintains its traditional and essential
independence wi ll depend, as in the past, on the
abilities and articulation of those members of the
community far-sighted and broad-minded enough to
submerge their differences in disciplines and unite in
presenting their common case to government.
Unfortunately, this is a task with which the culture of
science is largely unfamiliar and often distinctly
uncomfortable.
116 Hoole, Ibid. , p. 148.
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XIV. Shared Concerns Across Time & Space
Finally, in this area as in others, the Japanese
proponents of ocean science investment may be following
the lead and inspiration articulated by earlier
generations of U.S. ocean policy and research pioneers--
Spencer Baird, Athelstan Spilhaus, Stommel, Stratton and
others--whose clarion call to our nation to look seaward
in the future may have been lost on this side of the
Pacific in the noise of budget and turf
squabbles ....while coming through loud and clear to
national policy makers on that ocean's other shore.
In testifying before a dubious Congress, our first
Commissioner of Fisheries sought to frame his
justification for allocation of Federal research funding
support in terms of concern for the already noticeable
decline in our nation's fisheries:
a lamentable falling off is to be appreciated in
the capture of ... fish, ... as well as of many species
belonging immediately to the coast ... Fortunately,
it is believed they are capable of remedy by proper
legislation and protection, artificial propagation,
etc. , ... The human race is more concerned in the
movements and migrations of fish ... under the
stimulus of search for food or other causes, that
they furnish the best opportunity to man for their
capture and utilization.
---Spencer Baird, 1889. 117
117 Galtsoff, P. S., The Story of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory, Woods
Hole, Mass ., U.S. Dept oflnterior, Washington, 1962, p. 52
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Eighty years later, exploitation of the living (and
non-living) resources of the sea would be reflected
prominently in the report of the Commission led by
Julius stratton in its comprehensive examination of u.s.
Oceans Policy:
Support of basic marine research is vital if we are
to understand the global oceans, to predict the
behavior of the marine environment, to exploit the
sea's resources, and to assure the national
security ... The Commission shares the conviction
that marine scientific inquiry ... offer(s) many real
opportuni ties to emphasize the common interests of
all nations and to benefit mankind ...
---Stratton Commission Report, 1969. 1 18
Ten years later, an Admiral in the growing navy of
the world's largest continental land power attempted to
inspire his nation's leadership to cast their eyes
seaward:
The seas and oceans hold the largest stores of
varied industrial raw materials and energy ... The
amount of living matter synthesized in the ocean
many times exceeds all that which the land
creates ...
The main aim of oceanographic research today is to
accumulate general scientific knowledge on the
World Ocean ... rational exploitation and preparing
recommendations on the preservation and protection
of the oceanic expanses ...
---Admiral Sergei Gorshkov, 1980. 11 9
118 Commission on Marine Science , Engineering and Resources, Our Nation and The Sea, U. S.
Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D. c., 1969. pp. 4-1l.
119 Gorshkov , S. G., The Sea Power of the State, Pergamon Press , N.Y., 1980, pp. 6-16.
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Finally, in looking ahead to the 21st Century, and
restating for their countrymen what may seem all too
obvious and familiar for U. S. and Russian marine
science advocates, the leaders of JAMSTEC have written:
The vast dimensions of the sea contain not only
abundant biological and mineral resources which are
useful for human living, but unlimited and clean
energy ... For continued prosperity of human beings
which population is increasing rapidly, they will
have to seek increased portion of natural
resources, including food, in ocean, and the need
on research and development of science and
technology for such purposes will be ever more
stronger ...
---Hiroshi Ohba, Chairman & Mitsugu Ishizuka,
President; (translator unknown) JAMSTEC. 1 2 0
xv. From Science to Seapower
If these themes echo across international borders
as well as down through time it is because there is a
fundamental unity of purpose for which nations commit
their wealth and engage many of their best scientific,
legislative and educational human resources. This
purpose is the broader conception of Sea Power to which
Mahan and Gorshkov ascribe. We do indeed live on an
Ocean Planet and our nation, like Japan and Russia, must
remain involved in oceanography and the marine sciences
120 Japan Marine Science & Technology Center, JAMSTEC Profile, 1995, Yokosuka, Japan, 1995.
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to assure future relevance and survival in a global
economy and polity.
Sea Power today includes traditional concepts of
naval force structure: deterrence of aggression, power
projection from the sea, and control of our oceanic sea
lines of communications, above, on and under the ocean's
surface.
Sea Power--as we move into the twenty-first
century--also includes sustainable use of the ocean; its
resources, living
column and on
and
the
non-living,
seafloor
within the water
and beneath ... and
regimes that ensure
participating
international
in formulation and implementation of
freedom of oceanic
transportation, conservation of resources and protection
of endangered species and biodiversi ty and the global
marine environment.
Within many of the international instruments
pertaining to the oceans and mankind's uses thereof, as
well as wi thin our own laws, statutes and regulations,
appear the words " utilizing the best scientific
information available " The acquisition of this
scientific information, the ever increasing and evolving
understanding of the physical, biological, chemical and
geological phenomena that determine our ocean planet's
future can only be won through the continuing fruitful
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partnership between government and the academic and
private research-development-technological community
that has been crafted so successfully this century.
Qualitatively, u.s. peer-reviewed marine science
retains its world renowned stature. But presently,
there are some disturbing undercurrents: Environmental
retrenchment has led to some public questioning of
scientists' objectivity; small but vocal "wise use" and
anti-takings/anti-environmental regulation movements are
inspiring legislative tinkering with the organization
and appropriations of some federal ocean agencies and
departments. The effect of these perceived public mood
swings and Congressional attempts to orient policy to
their shifting winds renders prediction of future levels
of support for oceanography in the United States
uncertain at best.
(T) he U. S. Federal funding for basic research in
ocean sciences effectively has been halved (by
virtue of remaining flat) for nearly two decades,
while the total Federal support of basic research
has nearly doubled. Given the broadening mission of
ocean sciences, we are increasingly out of balance.
The dollars are shrinking while the research
requirements grow. 1 21
Yet, despite some major changes in the political
landscape during the mid-1990s, there remains an
encouraging pool of goodwill toward basic marine science
121 C.O.R.E. Report,~., p.23.
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research within the electorate. A 1993 Harris Poll of
1004 adult U. S. Citizens revealed that 69 % of those
surveyed agreed that "Even if it brings no immediate
benefits, basic science research which advances the
frontiers of knowledge is necessary and should be
supported by the Federal Government. ,, 12 2
Gi ven this broader, more encompassing and widely
relevant definition of Sea Power, perhaps we need look
no further in our search for a renewed sustaining vision
for governmental support for the marine and oceanic
sciences:
Ex Scientia, Tridens 12 3
122 Wooley, M., Op. Cit.
123 The Mottoof the U.S. Naval Academy: "From Science Comes SeaPower."
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